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INFINITESIMAL VARIATIONS OF SUBMANIFOLDS
OF A KAEHLERIAN MANIFOLD

By KENTARO YANO AND MASAHIRO KON

o. Introduction

Infinitesimal variations of submanifolds of Riemannian and general metric
manifolds have been studied by Davies [lJ, Dienes [2J, Hayden [3J, Sch
outen and van Kampen [4J and one of the present authors [5J, [6J.

Recently, Ki, Okumura and one of the present authors [7J studied infull
tesimal variations of invariant submanifolds of a Kaehlerian manifold, and

..the.,<p~nt.authors [8.] studied thoseof:-~"7im:·~·J~Lsubmani£olds.
The main }ltU'pOSe of the present paper is to study infini~imal variations

of generic and CR submanifolds of a Kaehlerian manifold.
In § 1, we quote some formulas in the theory of-submanifolds of a Kae

hlerian manifold and in § 2 we define and study invariant, anti-irivariant,
generic and CR submanifolds.

In § 3, we obtain rather general formulas for infinitesimal variations of
submanifolds of a Kaehlerian manifold and in the last § 4, we study inva
riant, anti-invariant, generic and CR variations_

1. Submanifolds of a Kaehlerian manifold

Let M2m be a real 2m-dimensional Kaehlerian manifold covered by a system
of coordinate neighborhoods {U; xh}, and F/' and gjl the almost complex
structure tensor and the almost Hermitian tensor of M2m respectively, where,
here and in the sequel, the indices h, i,j, k ••• run over the range {I', 2',
••. , (2m)'}. Then we have

(1.1) F/F/'=-ol,

(1. 2) F/F/gts=gjl
and

(1. 3) l'jF/'=O,

where f'j denotes the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to gjl.
Let Mn be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold covered by a system of
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coordinate neighboroods {V;ya} and gcb the metric tensor of Mil, where,
here and in the sequel, the indices a, b, c• .•• run over the range {I, 2, ..., n} •
We assume that' Mil' is isometrically iriunersoo, in' M2m by"the immersion
i: M"__M2m and identify i(M") .with Mil. We represent the immersion
i : M"--M2m locally by

(1. 4) xk-=-xk(ya)
and put

(1. 5) Bb"=o¢ (Ob=O/oyb).
These Bbk are n linearly independant vectors tangent to the submanifold Mil.
Since the immersion is isometric, we have

(1.6) geb= gjiB!Bbi•

We dEmote by C/' 2m-n mutually orthogonal unit normals to Mil, where,
here and in the sequel, the indices x, y, % run over the range {n+ 1, "., 2m} •
Then the equations of Gauss are given by

(1.7) . VeBbk=hebrC:/'

ahd those of Weingarten by

(1.8) VeC/,= -heayBak,

w;here Ve denotes the operator of van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant
differentiation along Mil and the second fundam~ntal tensors hebx and hebyare
related by. .

(1.9) , hcay=hebygba=he,/gbagiy,

gba being contravariant components of g"a and g~y the covariant 'componentS
of the metric tensor of the normal bundle.

Now decomposing FikBbi and FtC/ into tangential 'and normal 'parts res
pectively, we have equations of the form

(l.10) FikB"i fbaBak-!brC:i

and

(1.11) F.nC/ !:/Bak+f:,rCzk.

Since Fji= - Fij where Fji= F/gei, we have

(1. 12) !by fyb'

where !by fbltgltY and fyb !:/geb.
Applying F to the both sides of (1.10) and (1.11), using (1.10) and

(1. 11) and comparing the tan.gential and n/?rmalparts, we find

(1.13) f,/fea-fbltflt4 =-Ob4
,

(1.14) fbe.fez+!bltfltz=O,

(1.15) f/fe4 +f/f::a=0,
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(1.16) -f:/fex+f:/'fzx=-oyx.

Differentiating (1.10) and (1.11) covariantly along M", using (1.10) and
(1. 11), and comparing tangential and normal parts, we find

(1.17) Vc!ba=hcbxfxa=hcaJbz,

(1.18) Vcibx=hcexibe-hcbzfzx,

.0.19) Vdya.= -h/yfea+hcazfyz,

(1. 20) Vcfyx=h/yfeX-hcexf/.

2. Invariant, anti-invariant, generic and CR submanifolds

When the tangent space of M" is invariant under the action of F, the
submanifold M" is said to be invariant or complex in M2m. A necessary and
sufficient condition for M" to be invariant is that

(2.1) fbx=O

in (1.10). .'.'
When the transform of the tangent space of M" by F is always normal

to M", the subn;tanifold M": is said to be anti-invariant, or totally. real In
M2m [9J. A necessary and sufficient condition for M" to be anti-invariant is
that

(2~ 2)

in (1.10).
When the transform of the norml space of M" by F is always tangent to

M", the subman.i£old .Af" -is-~.~ he.~g~.U: -in,:M~~[lOJ. A necessary and
sufficient condition for M" to be generic is that

(2.3) f yx=O '

in (1.11).
When there exist complementary distributions' Land M in the tangent

sepace of the submanifold M" and L is invariant under the action of F and
M is transformed into a space··normal to M", the submanifold M" is called a
CR submanifold [l1J.

We denote by ha and mba the projection operators on Land M respectively.
Then we have

(2.4) 12=1, m2=m, lm=ml=O, l+m=l.

First of all, we have from (1.10)

F;h(Bbilcb) = (fbaZcb)B.,.h- (fbxlcb)C-r;h,

from which, the distribution L being invariant under the"action of F, we
have
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(2.5) meaf,/I/J=O
and

(2.6) hZI/,=O.

We also have from (1.10)
F/'(B,/m/,) = (f,lm/J)Ba"- (fbzmeb)Czh,

from which, the distribution M being anti-invariant under the action of F,
we have fbameb=O and consequently

(2.7) fbaleb fea.

Thus transvecling (1.14) with I/' and using (2.6) and (2.7), we:find
(2.8) •. f,/fez=O

and consequently

(2.9) f b%f"z=O.

Conversely, suppose that (2.8) is satisfied. Then we have, from (1.13)
f/Jlbefea+ fea=O,

which· shows that fba defines an f-structure. Thus, if we put
Iba= - fbefea, mba fbefea+Oba

we can easily see that I and m are complementary projection operators defi
ning distributions Land M _respecthrely." " _

We can verify also that I and m thus defined satisfy
'mealbe=o, fbzl,/'=O

because of (2:8). Thus we have" ftom (1.10)
Fih(BjH,/') = (fball)Bl,

which shows that L is invariant under the action of F because of maefbaleb=
o. We also have from (1.10)

'. F/'(Bbimeb) = - (fbzm/)Czh,

because of fbame~=O, which shows that M is anti-invariant under the action
of F. Thus we have

PROPOSITION 2. 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for a submanifold Mil
in M2m to be a CR submanifold is that fbe.fez=O.

3. Infinitesimal variations of submanifolds

We now consider an infinitesimal variation

(3.1) p=xl+eh(y)e

of a submanifod M2n of a KaehIerian manifold M2m, where eh(y) is a vector
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field of M2m defined along M" and e is an infinitesimal. We then have
(3.2) B."h=B."h+ (o.,,~h)e,

where Bb"=O,;t" are n linearly independent vectors tangent to the varied
submanifold. We displace Bbh parallelly from the varied point (xh) .to the
original point (xh). We then obtain

(3.3) Bbh=B,t+ (11b~lt){, $-

neglecting the terms of order higher than one with respect to 6. In the sequel,
we always neglect terms of order higher .-.than one with respect to . 6. Thus
il~~ . ."

(3.4) oBbh=Bb"- Bb",
we have

(3.5)

If we put
(3.6)

we find

(3. 7) Ilb~h= (llb~a-hba~z)Bah+(IT~x+hbaz~a)cz'·.

When the tangent space of the varied subinanifold at the varied point (x")
is parallel to the tangent space of the original submaMfold"at the original
point (xh), the infinitesimal variation (3.1) is said to be parallel.

From (3.5) and (3.7) we have

PROPOSITION 3. 1. A necessary and suffic~ent condition for the infinitesimal
variation (3.1) to be paraUel is

(3. 8) J7b~z+hbaz~a=o.

We next consider infinitesimal variations of the unit normals Ci. We
denote by Ci 2m-n mutually orthogonal unit normals to the varied submani
fold and by Ci the vectors obtained from Ci by the parallel displacement Of
Ci from the point (xh) to (x"). Then we have

(3. 9) ci=ci+rJl(x+~e)~jC/e,

where r ji
h are Christoffel symbols fromed with gji'

We put

(3.10) oC/,=Ci-C/,
and assume that oCi is of the form

(3.11) OCi= (Tj/Ba'·+lj,:/C~")e.

Then we have from (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11),

(3.12) c/,=C/,-rji"~jC/e+(TjyaBah+TjyzC/').
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Now, applying, the opeJ:a~r 0 to gji1jJ"jC/ 0 and using 0i!'ii=O, (3. 5) and
(3.11), we find (l7,fiy+h"ata) +1]y''' _9, wh~re ~y=gy5Z and 1]y"=1]/gc",

from which

(3.13)

where 17a= gae17e Also,

(3.14)

1}ya.= - (Y~:,-{-hllay~e)c,

applying 0 to gjiC:iC:/=gzy=ozy,

1]yz+1]zy-:-O, .

we find

where 1]yi=1J/g:z.
We how compute the variations of j"a,j"z,fya and 1/: appearing in (1.10)

and (1. 11). First of all, we put

F/,(x+~e)Jj"i=(I"a+oj"a)B;/'- (f"z+oj"z) C}'.

Substituting (3.2) and (3.12) in this equation, using I7jF/'=O and comparing
the tangential and normal parts, we .obtain

(3.15) oj"a=[(Y,fie-h"efi~)fell-fl/(Y~a-hea5z)

+ (J7,,~z+h"ez~e)/za-fb~(Va~,+heay~e)]e

and
(3.16)

We next put

oj"z=[f"e(y~z+he,fea)+(Vb~e-h"etY)lez
-(VIfiY+hNy~e)/yz-lil1]:t]e.

F/'(x+~e)C:/=(/ya+of,A)1!,l'+ (I/+ol/)C,/'.

Then by a similar computation as'above, we find

(3.l7) olya=[-//(17~a-hea5z)- (Ye~:1+hl:td)lea

, +1]y:f:'!+f:/:(17at;z+h,fl~d)]s

and
(3.18) 01;/=[-//(17~z+her~J)+(17e~y+hdetd)lez

+1]/if:/:-f/1J:r;z]e. ' '

4. Infinitesimal val'iationS of invariant, anti-invariant, generie and
CR submanifolds '

Suppose that the submanifold Mn is invariant. Then we have j"z ,0 and
(3.16) becomes

(4.1) oj"z=[!be(17~z+her~) - (171fi:1+hbe:1~e)l/c]e.

An infinitesimal variation which carries an invariant submanifold into an
invariant one is said to be ilf'OQTwm. From (4.1), we have

PROPOSITION 4.1. A necessary,aMl stlificient cmulition lor an infinitesimal
,,'ariation (3.1) to be invo,riant is ~hat

(4.2) !be("~z+V~)= (fTIfiY+hb/~e)/yz.
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From Propositions 3.1 and 4.1 we have

PROPOSITION 4. 2. A parallel variation is an invariant variation.

Suppose that the submanifold Mn is anti-invariant. Then we have iba=O
and (3.15) becomes

(4.3) Ofba=[ (flbt;x+hbext;e)fxa-ibY(flat;y+h/yf;e)Je.
An infinitesimal variation which carries an anti-invariant submanifold into

an anti-invariant one is said to be anti-invariant. From (4.3), we have

PROPOSITION 4.3. A necessary and sufficient condition for an infinitesimal
variation (3. 1) to be anti-invariant is that

(4.4) (flbf;x+hbext;e)fxa ibY(f7af;y+heayt;e).

From Propositions 3.1 and 4.3, we have

PROPOSITION 4. 4. A parallel variation is an anti-invariant variation.

Suppose now that the submanifold Mn is generic. Then we have fyx=O
and (3.18) becomes

(4.5) ofyx=[-f/(f7~x+hedxf;d)+ (f7ef;y+hdeyf;d)fexJe.

An infiinitesimal vavriation which carries a generic submanifold into a
generic one is said to be generic. From (4.5), we have

PROPOSITION 4.5. A necessary and sufficient condition for an infinitesimal
variation (3. 1) to be generic is that

(4.6) f/(fl~x+he/f;d)= (Vet;y+hdeld)fex,

From Propositions 3. 1 and 4.5, we have

PROPOSITION 4.6. A parallel variation is generic.

Finally suppose that the submanifold Mn is a CR submanifold. Then we
have ibefex=O. Substituting (3.15) and (3.16) into

o (fbefex) = (oibe)fex+ibe(ofex),

we find

o (fbefex) =[ (flbt;y+ hbdyf;d)f/fex - ibY(flet;y+hdeyf;d)fex

+ ibefed(f7dt;x+hdcxt;c) - ibe(fllY+hedyf;d)fyzJc,

from which, using (1.13) and (1.16),

(4.7) o(ibefex) hYU,e(Vet;z+hedxf;d) - (f7et;y+hdeyt;d)fexJc

+[ (f7bt;z+hbdzf;d)fzY- f,/(flet;Y+hea't;d) JfyZc•

An infinitesimal variation which carries a CR submanifold into a CR sub-
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manifold is called a CR variation. From (4.7), we have

PROPOSITION 4.7. A necessary and sufficient condition for an infinitesimal
variation (3. 1) to be CR variation is that

(4.8) j,/[f/(f7e~x+he?~d) - (f7e~y+hdey~d)fexJ

+[ (Vb~%+hbdz~d)f%y- ibe(f7e~y+ hedy~d) Jfyx=O.

From Propositions 3. 1 and 4.7, we have

PROPOSITION 4.8. A parallel 7Jariation is a CR 'l'ariation.
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